R. Qualitative mathematical models of endocrine systems. Am. J. Physiol. 245 (Regulatory Integrative Comp. Physiol. 14): R473-R477, 1983.-Some qualitative dynamical models of endocrine systems are considered and analyzed, with the reproductive endocrine system as an example. The models considered are systems of nonlinear ordinary differential equations describing the rates of change of the hormonal concentrations with time. This type of general approach, which requires only the incorporation of the basic qualitative features of the interactions present in the underlying system into the model, is a potentially powerful tool for elucidating possible mechanisms for observed qualitative patterns of hormonal dynamics.
consist, in general, of complex interacting systems of glands and hormones, quantitative mathematical models based on fundamental physicochemical principles for such systems are very difficult to formulate and often even more difficult to validate experimentally in an unequivocal manner. An alternative approach, not pursued widely in the past, is to develop a broad-brush type of qualitative dynamical model that incorporates known essential characteristics of the system. Such a model can provide a very attractive route to elucidating the understanding of the qualitative dynamical features of endocrine systems and can be a useful preliminary step to constructing a more detailed quantitative model.
In this paper, the above points will be illustrated by considering a prototype endocrine system amenable to such an analysis, the male reproductive system. By considering certain basic dynamical features of hormonal interactions in this system, considerable insight may be gained into possible mechanisms for the system's observed modes of behavior.
We will see that very simple models of this system can lead to a number of possible qualitative modes of hormonal dynamics: serum hormonal concentrations that are constant in time, periodic in time, or even "chaotic" in time. Each mode of behavior is generated by model systems possessing certain broad combinations of parameter values. A key point is that the different behavioral modes are "emergent properties" of the system; i.e., the mode can result solely from internal interactions among the system subcomponents and need not be produced by any external driving force with that mode of behavior. We do, however, also consider the interaction of such external forces with the system where appropriate.
REPRODUCTIVE ENDOCRINE SYSTEM MODELS
In humans and in many other species, the secretion of luteinizing hormone (LH) from the anterior pituitary gland is controlled primarily by LH-releasing hormone (LHRH). LHRH is normally secreted by the hypothalamus and carried to the pituitary in the blood via the hypophyseal portal vessels. LH in turn influences the gonadal secretion of testosterone (T) in males and estradiol (E) in females. These hormones are then thought to have a feedback effect on their precursor hormones, LHRH and T. The male LHRH-LH-T system is considered here. Because of its relative simplicity, study of the male reproductive system constitutes a fruitful avenue of approach, both in its own right and as an aid in ultimately understanding the more complex female system.
Recent reviews of the LHRH-LH-T system include those of Arimura (1) and Brown-Grant (6, 7). Although experimental observations on the system are often difficult to interpret, a recurrent theme is that the observed serum concentrations of both LH and T in intact adult males of many species undergo rapid cyclic fluctuations in time, which vary among individuals and species. This is called the phenomenon of pulsatile or episodic release. Time series of these hormonal concentrations can be roughly interpreted as exhibiting a pattern of either periodic, "noisy" periodic, or "chaotic" behavior.
Another recurrent theme (although by no means universal) is that during the prepubertal period, the observed serum concentrations of LH and T are roughly constant in time. One qualitative observation often associated with puberty is the transition from the prepubertal pattern of constant hormonal concentrations to the adult pattern of episodic release.
Mathematical models of the reproductive endocrine system in the literature include those of Schwartz (18) for the female rat, Bogumil et al. (2, 3) for the female human, Schotkin (16, 17) for the castrated male rat, and Melnyk et al. (12) for the male human. Finally, Smith (19) considered a general dynamical model applicable to a number of different species. The models considered here are essentially extensions of those of Smith.
Among the many possible interactions between the three main hormonal components of the system discussed above, we consider here only one. This is a negative feedback from the gonads to the hypothalamus. Although other interactions are surely present in the actual biological system, we will see that this basic model is a very pregnant one. The particular models are chosen here essentially for illustrative purposes, and no claim is R474 W. R. SMITH made that they are biologically precise. The models are capable of giving rise to a multitude of modes of hormonal dynamics, which may be regarded as metaphors for the observed behavior of the system. These modes are independent of the form of input to the hypothalamus, but we also consider, as an elaboration of the basic model, the effects of a periodic stimulus to the hypothalamus.
The basic structural model considered is illustrated in Fig. 1 . The hypothalamus secretes LHRH (R) at a rate f(T) dependi ng on the serum concentration of testosterone (T). The pituitary secretes LH (L) at a rate gI(R) depending on the local concentration of R in the hypophyseal portal vessels. The gonads secrete T at a rate g2(L) depending on the local gonadal concentration of L. Finally each hormone is removed from the system at a rate bi depending on its own concentration.
The mathematical model describing the system depicted in Fig. 1 is the following system of three ordinary differential equations (19) 
where the overdot denotes differentiation with respect to time. The basic general properties we assume initially regarding the functions f, gl, g2, bl, b2, and b3 are that all are nonnegative, sufficiently smooth, and bounded. We also assume that f is monotone decreasing and all the other functions are monotone increasing; f thus accounts for some hypothalamic source of LHRH, which is repressed by the presence of T. and we indicate some possibilities in Fig. 2 . We note for emphasis that the functions depicted in the figure are merely examples of the many possible types of functions encompassed by the above assumptions.
Equation 1 is called a feedback repression model, and general models of this type have been considered in other biological settings in the literature (10, (13) (14) (15) .
We also consider here three of the many possible elaborations of the basic model of Eq. 1. The first elaboration allows f to be nonmonotonic, with both increasing and decreasing portions. The second allows for the presence of time delays in the system. An example of this, reflecting the fact that LH requires a finite time to travel through the bloodstream to reach its site of action at the gonads, is given by
where X is the time delay. Finally we consider the effects of a periodic input to the system at the hypothalamic level. Biologically this may represent the effects of the light-dark cycle on the function f via the retinal connection to the hypothalamus, or it may represent an oscillatory source of LHRH from within, or to, the hypothalamus.
A model describing such a system (without time delays) is
where a is some nonzero constant and o/S is the frequency of the driving oscillation.
Although Eq. 3 is a nonautonomous system (time appears explicitly on the right-hand side), it may be transformed to an autonomous system of four equations
The qualitative analysis of the models of the previous section proceeds by determining the so-called CY-and olimit sets for each system of differential equations. The w-limit sets are, roughly speaking, "target" sets of points R475 (R, L, T) in concentration space to which solutions of as a consequence of a generalized geometric-arithmetic the equations tend as time increases. (The a-limit sets mean type of inequality (9) . have a similar interpretation in negative time.) The oBecause of our assumptions concerning the functions limit sets are the mathematical analogues of the various involved, we note that the first term in Eq. 5 is always observed types of possible qualitative hormonal time nonnegative and the second is always nonpositive. Thus behavior.
K may be of either sign. When K is positive, the hormonal The o-limit set may be a single concentration point concentrations tend with time toward periodic behavior, and when K is negative the system tends toward stable constant behavior at ( Ro, LO, To). Regardless of the initial (RO, LO, TO) to which all hormonal concentrations tend in time, regardless of the initial state of the system. (Ro, very complicated (e.g., a Cantor set). In this case, the in concentration space, which all hormonal concentrations tend to approach and then traverse in a periodic manner. This closed curve then may be regarded physhormonal concentrations may tend to some behavior that iologically as a "homeostatic limit cycle." Finally o-limit may be described by various terms, which are denoted by sets may be sets of points whose topological character is Lo, To) may then be regarded physiologically as a "hoconditions or transient disturbances, the system tends meostatic point." The w-limit set may be a closed curve with increasing time toward one of these two possible types of behavior, depending on the sign of K. K itself is a net combination of the interaction terms of the system. Thus this simple model can account for two of the observed qualitative modes of behavior of the biological system (constant hormonal patterns and periodic patthe-general term of "chaotic." Hormonal concentrationvs.-time curves exhibiting this type of behavior are typ--f' (To) (denoting d'ff terns) as well as suggest a mechanism for the transition 1 erential sensitivities of glands to between the two modes. Biologically this is a mechanism for the onset of puberty. In prepubertal individuals, when the (positive) interaction terms g; (Ro), & (Lo), and ically fairly erratic in appearance, even though they arise their precursor hormones) may be expected to be relafrom a deterministic model. The detailed mathematical tively small, K in Eq. 5 will be negative. If we recall the elaboration of the precise meanings and classifications discussion of the previous paragraph, this means that of the different nuances of this latter type of o-limit set are subjects of much current mathematical interest (see, e.g., Ref.
8).
the hormonal levels will always tend toward the homeothrough zero to positive values, a sudden change (bifurstatic level given by (Ro, Lo, To). As the individual matures, the differential sensitivities may be expected to increase gradually. As long as K remains negative, the only observed effect will be a long-term slowly changing homeostatic level, but the qualitative short-term behavior will remain the same, with the hormonal concentrations always tending toward the homeostatic levels. Another consequence of the gradual increase of K is that the homeostatic behavior becomes less "stable," resulting in longer and longer times for the system to return to (Ro, LO, TO) from a given disturbance. Finally, as K passes The mode of behavior exhibited by the system depends The basic model of Eq. 1 has been discussed in detail by Smith (19) in the case of a simple specific realization of the functions f, gl, g2, bl, b2, and ho In the general case, the qualitative mode of behavior of the system is either a stable constant solution or a stable periodic solution. In the former case, the equilibrium point is the o-limit set of all concentration points. In the latter case, the periodic solution is the o-limit set of all concentration points except the single unstable equilibrium solution.
on the quantity cation) in the qualitative behavior of the system occurs.
The hormonal concentrations no longer have (Ro, Lo, TO) (5) as their target, but instead approach a periodic solution
where (Ro, Lo, To) is the (unique) equilibrium solution of Eq. 1 obtained by setting to zero the right-hand side.
Thus the equilibrium solution satisfies
The a; in Eq. 5 are given by as a target set. This latter target set is the analogue of the episodic release phenomenon. Because of the mathematical way in which the transition of the target set from a point to a closed curve occurs, this model predicts that "puberty is a Hopf bifurcation." Another qualitative feature predicted by Eq. 1 is that the external infusion of R, L, or T at sufficiently high constant rates can "shut down" the periodic secretion pattern, causing the w-limit set, which is a closed curve, to disappear. In the case of infusion, Eq. curves (f and h)
infusion terms are present in the model. The net effect is that if VVR, I&,, and IVT are collectively large enough to force (Ro, Lo, To) into a region of concentration space that makes K negative (when it was formerly positive), then the episodic secretion pattern wil .l change to a constant pattern. If the infusion rates are not large enough to make K negative, then the episodic pattern will persist (its detailed behavior will be altered, however). Such effects have been observed experimentally (495). Although the basic model is useful, it omits many known features of the system and also exhibits only two modes of behavior. The three elaborations discussed in the previous section lead to other possible modes, and these are now briefly discussed. The detailed analysis of these models is currently under way, in collaboration with R. When f is not monotonic, then the system can have more than one equilibrium point that solves EQ. 6. The equilibria are determined in general by the nonlinear equation
where o denotes the composition of functions. An example of the possible behavior of solutions of Eq. 9 is illustrated in Fig. 3 . The intersections of f and h yield To, and ultimately R. and Lo from Eq. 6. When f is nonmonotonic, as illustrated in Fig. 3 , there are normally one or three possibilities for To. In the case of multiple equilibria, Eq. 1 may have more complex types of o-limit sets than is the case when f is monotonic and only a single value of To is possible. Possibilities include different modes of periodic and also chaotic behavior.
In the second elaboration (Eq. Z), the stability of the equilibrium solution depends on the magnitude of X. If when X = 0 the system parameters are such that (Ro, Lo, To) is stable, then as X is increased instability may occur at sufficiently large X. This may be expected to be manifested initially in a periodic mode of system behavior. As X is further increased, successive bifurcations to more complicated types of periodic behavior may occur, perhaps culminating in a chaotic mode (see, e.g., Ref. 11). New branches of solutions may also occur as X is increa sed. If, for X = 0, (Ro, Lo, To) is unstable, then the possibilities are increased for complicated behavioral modes.
Finally, in the third elaboration (Eqs. 3 or 4), we may expect analogues of the phenomena of resonance and entrainment commonly observed for linear differential systems. In the case when (Ro, Lo, To) is unstable with X = 0, we also expect chaotic behavior resulting from the interaction of the periodic driving force with the intrinsically oscillating unforced system. DISCUSSION An important use of the models discussed here is as a guide for devising experiments that can differentiate between them. An important general point to stress here is that experiments of this type should be conducted on single animals wherever possible; pooled results obtained from several animals should not be used, because individual animals may be expected to have slightly different parameter values and hence exhibit quantitatively different hormonal dynamics. For example, two animals may both exhibit episodic secretion patterns, but they may be out of phase. The same experimental intervention administered at the same (absolute) time may produce quite different results in the two cases.
The models and methods of analysis discussed in this paper may assist in suggesting possible mechanisms for the observed hormonal dynamics of the reproductive, as well as of other, endocrine systems. Application of such an approach to the thyroid-pituitary system discussed at this conference might lead to useful insights.
Perhaps the most significant point concerning the models considered here is that complex hormonal dynamics may be a result of the internal system interactions alone (an emergent property of the system) and that no external driving force (a "deus ex machina") need be invoked to explain the observed dynamics. This is not to claim that the reproductive endocrine system is best modeled by one of the simple autonomous models considered here. For example, other feedback loops may also be required in any correct model. In addition, the most important model considered here may be that of Eq. 3 supplemented by a more accurate description of the hypothalamic driving term. However, the main point is that such nonautonomous models are not the only possibilities. A related point is that the analysis of alternative models is best carried out by general qualitative methods similar to those discussed in this paper, whether or not the basic model is autonomous.
A final point to emphasize is that the richness of behavior of the models discussed in this paper results from their intrinsic nonlinearity.
Linear models are of very limited use in understanding such systems. For example, linear dynamical systems can exhibit no longterm periodic or chaotic behavior, unless driven by an external force with such behavior (the deus ex machina again). This conference is thus especially timely if it serves to arouse interest in the importance of nonlinear phenomena in biological systems.
